
Sop Stories: Suggestions Pour In on How to Clean Up Gulf
BP Team Considers Pet Hair, Volcanic Ash, Giant Paint Rollers; Inventors Get a Call
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Dan Sinykin thinks wool fabric made by his company, Monterey Mills, could 
help clean oil in the Gulf.

Dan Sinykin of Wisconsin-based Monterey Mills, which 
makes thick wool fabric for paint rollers, horse blankets 
and casket liners, didn’t hear anything from BP for 
two months after submitting his idea. So, he turned to 
YouTube, posting a two-minute video showing how a 
large swatch of his fabric absorbed oil poured into a pool 
of water, leaving the water clear a few seconds later.

Within three weeks, the video had been viewed 18,000 
times. BP saw it, too, and called Mr. Sinykin the second 
week of July, asking if he could meet investigators in 
Alabama the next day.

In a landfi ll near to the hotel, the task force offi cially, the 
High Interest Technology Test team put Mr. Sinykin’s 
fabric through its paces. They turned the oil-coated fabric 
over and over while pouring salt water through it to see if the oil remained on the wool, simulating what the 
waves would do if it was used to sop up oil at sea.

“I was really nervous it wouldn’t work, but not a drop of oil came off,” says Mr. Sinykin. He says his company 
has invested about $30,000 so far in the testing process.

The team was impressed with the wool’s performance, but wasn’t sure how it could be used. Once coated in oil, 
the material is too heavy and cumbersome to maneuver manually.
Last week, the team put GDDM founder George Morris in contact with Mr. Sinykin to see if there was a way to 
attach the wool to the cart with Velcro. The team also asked Mr. Morris if he could build something equivalent 
to the world’s largest paint roller with the wool to use on beaches.

If GDDM and Monterey Mills ultimately come 
up with a workable product, the task force will 
recommend it to the federal Mobile Incident 
Command Posts along the Coast as an approved 
clean-up tool. Only 11 products—including new 
kinds of skimming systems—have reached that 
stage so far.


